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ROMAN IMPACT ON COMMON LAW:
LEGEND OR LEGACY?
K. Sriram*
"The ife of the law has not bee logic: it has been expedence."
- Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr
"If it is trite that the ife of the law has not been logic but experience, i is equaly true that that
experience has been shaped by the power of certainfundamientalideas and methodr of proceeding.
And in the deve/opment of these ideas and methods in England, cvilian influence may hatve
played some part."
- Charles Donahue, Jr.2

I

Introduction

As students or practitioners of law, we are all at some level the "beredes necessarsi" of Roman law This
appointment under Roman law satisfied the Roman belief that there had to be universal succession,
4
In a similar vein, one sentiment presented by scholars such as Professor de Zulueta is that whether
we like it or not, we are stuck with our Roman-law inheritance.' The frame of reference intended in
the present article is the historical interplay that has occurred between the two distinct legal
6
traditions of the world today Roman law and Common law are often looked upon as being
opposites. However, Roman law has been highly influential in the formation and development of
IV Year, B.A., LLB. (Hons), National Law School of India Universit, Bangalore. I would like to acknowledge the
support, strength and guidance received from ray father K. Rarmkumar, Advocate, Supreme Court, at the stage of
prepaatoon of the first draft of this article.
Omiai-N WENDEIi

HOL,-Ms,

JR., THE CoiioN LAW I (1881)-

Cha rles Donahue, Jr., The Chil

awin Engkd,84 YAr

LJ. 167, 180 (1974-75)

Heredes easswits had a very specific meaning at Roman Law. If a testator had no hes, he could leave his estate to one of
his slaves who then became free and stepped into the shoes of the master. The slave could not reject his inritance, even
if he wanted to. See John]. Hogerty, &Rleisns at the Clare of Tbree )ars of lIw Schol-A Shuenr Perfreetoh w nte t'alue and
Importae of Teachigg Roman Law iq Mkvrn Amicas Law Sr/he, 66 Tut. L Rev. 1889, 1890 (1992)
See F de Zulucta, The Sdce of Le, i THE LpGAn' or ROam 173 (1923).
Id. cited fiwanjohn). Rogcrty irpranote 3, at 1890,
Some legal scholars prefer the use of the expression "legal tradition" as opposed to "legal system" while referring to
Common law or Roman law, as they point to a common operating set of legal institutions, procedures and rules.
Consequently, they acknowledge the presence of three major legal traditions in the contemporary world: Civil Law,
Common Law and Socialist Law, of which the oldest, most widely distributed and most influential is the Civil law Je.H.
NinasvNAN, Tkr- Civi. Lw TRAnITIoN 1-2 (1969). Accordingty,, in the present article this terminology has been adopted.
The distinction is often simplified in terms of Roman law drawing from legal texts, while Common law received an
impetus from judicial pronouncements. However, it should be noted that legislation has not always been regarded as a
mere supplement to Common law. On the contrary, an older view was that enacted law was the normal type, and
customary lIw was a mere makeshift arrangement to which men resorted for want of enactment, to prevent the failure of
justice Roman law after justinian, was a body of enactments, and this idea is pre-eminent from the sixth century onwards
till the twelfth century. See Pound, Coma Law ad Igidlation, 21 HAe'. Law Rev. 383, 388-389 (1907-1908). It is
nerestng In note that for some nine, the prevalent view was that the rules of Common law had their origin In Forgotten
statutes. Hiiwevcr, it was with the rise of a rigorous body of judge-made law in the King's Courts, and the pacity of
legislation From the time of Henry 1l until Henry VIII, which rendered legislation unimportant in the growiing period of
the English legal system S'e SIXTH Law COsotissIoN OF INDIA, SIxTIETH REPonR Ti-i GFNL . CTAUSEs Act or [897 3
(1974)
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Common law and its doctrines and institutions. The influence of Roman law has been evident in

many areas of Common law, such as succession, inheritance, marriage, mercantile, and maritime laws.
It is the contours of this impact which the Roman law had on the Common law that this article
attempts to trace_
In addition, in this article, the author has also attempted to disprove the idea that there are no living
traces of Roman law in the Common law tradition. Maitiand, for instance, was a leading legal
personalty who sought to downplay the effect of Roman law on the Engish legal system.
However, the thrust of this article is that the two traditions are not totally isolated from each other
and a definite exchange of legal ideas and doctrines occurred between the two, where very often the
Common law was the recipient. Unfortunately, this element of influence is frequently overlooked
and inadequately understood. It is the author's belief that to understand the influence of Roman law
in a Common law country, one would have to show where the impact lies and how it has come about
over time.

II

The Myth of Isolated, Mutually-Exclusive Legal Traditions

Mark Twain once opined that the most rigorous law of our being was "Growth", and that no small
atom of our moral, mental, or physical structure could stand still for a moment."' Structures of
society grew as a consequence, and nothing could prevent that process." Common law, with its
capacity to grow and adapt itself to changing circumstances and times, is a remarkable manifestation
of this phenomenon. But pre-dating this ever- changing Common law was the Roman legal tradition.
The demarcation between the two traditions is often said to lie in the two modes by which the legal
profession can develop the law: (1) The Common law tradition depending on case-law; (2) The
Roman Law tradition depending on the legal texts of Justinian. In effect, this meant that while English
lawyers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries developed the principles of the Common law by
means of arguments used in actual cases reported in the Year Books, their counterparts on the
continent were developing the principles of Civil law by means of commentaries and treatises upon
the text of Justinian's books " However, this divergence is often exaggerated to an extent that it is

In his Fir lnrilate, Sir Edward Coke noted. "Reases ith Af
of ibe lap,- nay, the aman a A rel if nothing ere bta rrao...
Th lan;nhid irperfeckon of rearoan This reason behind the law in the course of its journey in the Common law world his
often been traced co the Roman legal tradition. A great jurist summed up the truth as: ".fenlnr ;iesquern Rnmsasis anon

ratione imperia red itperio raliones," that is, the Roman law is served, not by reason of power, but by power of reason. Sr'e R.

K.tava AiYaNoai, infra note 55, at 1.
His views have been examined subsequently in the article.
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h l
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wmquotationspnle.com/subiectsllaws/ (last visited lay 8, 2004). Thus, the ever-changing nature of law alrhough not
at the cost of uncertainty, is a characteristic feature to be associated wid it.
Mark Twaim, Cou.dstency, in CoswEirTE.Esss (1923) n/ta/frau
crnaml (last visited May 8, 2004)
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IV 220 (1996)
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suggested that the two traditions developed in vacuum from each other. This certainly was not the
case. Holdsworth points out that the continental lawyers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
depended not only on the common opinion of the legal profession to be gathered principally from
legal treatises, but also sometimes from the Arrets de regkment, that is, the general rulings of the
superior courts,4 Thus, just as case law, a distinguishing feature of the Common law tradition, helped
in the development of the Civil law," Roman law, contrary to popular belief, also influenced the
Common law's grovth." Evidence and arguments to support this claim will be here-in-after provided
in the course of the article, after examining the backdrop to the two legal traditions.

A

Emergence of Roman Law and Common Law

The date commonly associated with the beginning of the Common law and an orderly system of law
and government, is the year 1066 A.D., when the Normans, headed by William, Duke of Normandy,
defeated the defending inhabitants, the Anglo-Saxons, at Hastings and conquered England. 7 If we
accept that date, the Common law is approximately 937 years old. When the Corpux. juoi Civilir of
Justinian was published in Constantinople in AD. 533, the Civil law tradition of which it is an
important part had an antiquity greater than the Common law's is today." Thus, it is clear that the
emergence of the Roman law predates the birth of the Common law. The first records of Roman law
are found in the form of the Twelve Tables - a record of customary law from about 450 B.C." The
first great age of the Roman law was the period of the Roman jurists from about 100 A.D. to 400
A.D" After a period of decline, in the 6" century, Justinian, the last Latin speaking Roman Emperor,
ordered the classical Roman law to be codified in order to preserve its sanctity for posterity."
B

Possible Reasons for Denying a Roman Impact

A number of historians and legal scholars have been very sceptical about the Roman impact on the
Common law. One of the greatest historians of the Common law, W Maitland, was an advocate of
the insular view that the Common law lawyer was someone who "knew nothing and carednothingfor anq

h is generally assumed by those not specialists in comparative and civil la,; that the nineteenth century witnessed little
interaction betveen the Anglo-American common law and Roman and civil law. See H.M. Hoeflich, infra note 122, at 37,
WituiAMr HOinsWaRis,

rnpra note 12,

at 220.

C K. Allen, in his book, provides extremely interesting evidence so th effect that the study of papyri in the yers gone by
have revealed that in at least one important Roman province, Egypt, corresponding roughly to a period of the Classical
cra of Romian Jurisprudence, there was abundant recourse in the daily practice of courts to something very similar to the
modern citation of precedents, though the judges were not bound by them, See C K. ATie.N, LAw IN THE MAKINo 166
(1958).
This reciprocity cleady goes to show that the two major legal traditions of the Common law and Roman law were not
tally isolated from inception.

Richard A. Pacia & Raymond A. Pacia, Roman Connior to American Ciil poiwre, 49 R l.BJ. 5, 34 (2001).
[hereinafter Richard A. Pacia].

J. H.

MPRRYNIAN, cffpu note 6, at 3.

Richard A. Pacia, qpra note 17, at 5.

21

W. Hamilton Bryson, wqhmnote 151, at 135.
However. after his death, which marked the beginning of the Byzantine Empire, his leal compilations, which were in
Latin rather than Greek, became a dead letter, only to be revived again in the 11' century. Spe W Hamilton Bryson, Irfa

note 151, at 135.
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bathis cuw." Similarly, J.G.A. Pocock also maintained that the English Common lawyer showed
no interest in foreign legal systems or in .foreign jurisprudencee In the Anglo-American legal
tradition, writers have often maintained and emphasized the uniqueness of the English legal
experience? Donahue points out that this has often been the result of pride in the Common law
combined with contempt for the Continental legal tradition.' This could be justified, in certain cases,
on the basis of ignorance. However, in many cases, writers have merely tried to trivialize the
contributions of Civil law to the Common law tradition and attempts have been made to see English
law as an exclusively home-grown product of the British Isles- Donahue suggests' that some
objections to the Roman law in England lay in the fact that in the 17" century, the Civil law became
associated with royal absolutism , with the Court of Star Chamber' and -High Commission, and
with the enforcement of religious orthodoxy and the denial of civil liberty?
Without prejudice to the general objections raised against Roman law's impact on the Common law
tradition, as summarised above, the other detractors of Roman influence can be classified in the
following manner:

'

RH. Helmbol,

CandnentaiLw and Common Lane HisorcalStrangers or Companionsi,6 DUKE L.J. 1207, 1208 (1990).

Martha A. Ziskind, John Sden: Cri/dem andAffirmahon of TheCommon Law Tradion, 19 AJ.LR. 22 (1975).
2

Jr., spv note 2, at 167. Unfortunately, the typical reaction of American and British legal scholars to
Roman law has been scorn, as exemplified by the comments of Oliver Wendell Holmes, who, in The Gmnne Law
declared that the Roman law system "could not last when doaateonhad adenced to any considerable heit." Holmes, in fact, was
quite critical of Roman tort law; and, in particular, the concept of respondent superior, He thought it unreasonable to
require a person "Yopay large emTfor otherpeoplet acs, in which thy had noport andfor which thy are iM no sense to blame." Yet,
even when virtually every junisdiction rejected Holmes' criticism and adopted the doctrine of respondent superior, not a
mention was made in the case law of the Roman origins of this rule. Seegeneraly Richard A. Pacia, mpra note 17, at 39
Charles Donahue,

The English jurist, it is sometimes said, likes to emphasize with much pride the historical continuity of his own legal
tradition, which to him appears to be the resukt of a long line of continuity untroubled by revolution while at the same
time underestimating the continuity of Continental laws. In it, he sees evidence of the great wisdom of Common law, in
ahility to adapt, its lastiog value and other qualities that are supposed to characterize Common law See RaiNt DwI &
JoHN C, Bait-y, MAjox LEGAL Sysris !N THE WORLD TODAY 309 (1985)- [hereinafter REiN D.vi].
Part of the waning of the influence of Roman law has been attributed to a hostility regarding "foreign laws," a religious
prejudice and a certain "insular patriotism, which may have affected English legal historians," See eneral#- Palmer, An
Imperishable Sysm: WhlitsThe World Owes To Roman Law, 45 A.B.A.J. 1149, 1151 (1959).
Charles Donahue, Jr., sipma note 2, at 167.
Kiralfy suggests that this image of absolutism got built around the Civil law because this system was generally received on

the Continent in the place of the varying customs that obtained in the different parts of thc kingdoms then being welded
into a single whole under the authority of more or less abqolute monarchs. See AK.,

KIRAPY, iqfra note 35, at 42.

17"' centuries,
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According to the Brit

a

The effects of this association are still seen in the opinions of the courts in the United States where the meaning of the

iaEnyderopaia,in the 16'1 and

courts came up otside the Common law known as
the prerogative courts set up to exercise royal power. One of them, the Court of Star Chamber became a symbol of
tyranny under the Stuarts, leading to its abolition at the time of the 17" century English Civil War. In ProE Levack's view,
the Civil law did not necessarily lead to absolutism. Istuad, it was the Civil lawyers' need for preferment that determined
their associadon with toyal absolutism, the Church and other centres of power. See Charles Donahue, Jr., sipm note 2, at
176,
Bill of Rights is defined by contrast to the paetices of the "civilian" Stuart monarchy. The Corpts Jur CiviAi, said
nothing about the rights of people or limits on the power of the State, it knew nothing about democracy. Principles
which support the ornniporence of the emperor of the State therefore stand out all the more clearly. In addition, Palmer
notes that ever increasingly, cimtions in cases to Roman authority became displaced by "the unsernatdo of some Engre
wters ...
(and their)fmide in the alleged indigenons lars of theirown minhy andprrede. p
xrhaps,
against foregn infanne" tee Palmer,
sipranote 26.

28
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"Instrumentalist" School
The Instrumentalist School tries to downplay the Roman impact on Common law by holding Roman
law to be an "indirect" source of Common law, at best. Rj. Walker, an exponent of the school
presents the argument that Roman law, despite being the basis of most continental systems of law, is
of minor importance' as a source of Common law as it is not a direct source at all. This is because
there was never a system of English courts applying Roman law alone? The source of law as per
this view is Canon law which in turn drew from Roman law? Thus, the crux of the argument being
proposed is that Common law received inputs from Roman law as a consequence of the
instrumentality of the Canon law and not directly from Roman law
However, it is possible to side-step the argument of the Instrumentalist School by noting the
tendency to similarly classify Civil (Roman) and Canon law as far as their influence on Common law
is concerned, as the latter is largely based upon the former? Another factor blurring the water-tight
distinction between Roman law and Canon law is that the Canonists were also usually recognized as
Civilians." Thus, despite the fact that Canon law later developed its own peculiarities, such as its own
peculiar courts under the auspices of the Church, one cannot on the strength of such developments
claim total separation of Canon law from Roman law, and consequently look to deny the percolation
of Roman ideas into the Common law. It is submitted that it is not so much the form of the
reception in Common law which matters, but it is the substance which counts. Roman impact on the
Common law to this end has happened in direct as well as indirect form, the latter, such as through
the instrumentality of the Canon law, in no way disparaging the actual impact?
"Sceptical" School
The Sceptical School tries to disparage the Roman impact by focussing excessively on what Roman
law could not do for the English legal tradition while overlooking the credit due to it for making
additions to the Common law doctrines and procedures. Exponents such as Munroe Smith point out
that though Roman law was diligently studied in England in the 12 " century, this study of the Roman
law however had less effect upon the English bench and har than was the case on the Continent,This is because in England, acquaintance with Roman law was neither regarded as sufficient
preparation for a legal career nor as a necessary part of a legal education? However, the fact remains

David & Briedy suggest "the Common la' dknkpvdatonomouw and sn4 in a Nry liited way was i infnenad by the Ci/il/w." Sem
RE, Dio, spra note 25, at 309.
SR.J. \VAEa k M.G. Waixcn, THE ENGuSi LEGAL. SYsTEi
n

52

(1972).

1aoin J. BERMAN, THE INTEGLATION OF CANON LAW & ROIMAN LAw WiTH TERITORIAL Lw IN THE PROTESTANT
PIuleIPAtinE5 oP GuEMANY IN Ti-iE 16" CExTvlty, 17 (2003), atWlhle di http://wwwuridicas.unam.m/inst/eraced/
eveao~s/2040902fmess8/224spdf (Iast visited May 8,2004). Sacho A.KR Kin-y, infra note 35, at 63.1.
It is a well accepted fact that Canon law draws heavily from Roman law See R.J. WALKER & MG. WALKER, sn/itinteO 32,

at 52.
SA.KR.

A

KIjRALY, HisMRicAL 1-RsonucTioN To ENOiuS LAW 631 (1999).

Evidence showing direct application of Roman principles would be given, during the course of the paper.
Muaisr Surm, THE DEVEIaPMo r or EuRoPEAN

L.Aw

291 (1928).

F
From
the middle of the 14" cenury, it mar be considered as an established rule thr the-admission to the bar or to the
bendh could be gaied only by study of the EnAgish law in the Inns of Court where Roman law was not studied. See Id.
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that lack of Roman law in legal education in England, did not in reality, prevent lawyers and judges
from resorting to the use of Roman principles when they could not find a Common law authority on
the matter- To this end, Seipp has managed to demonstrate that Commora law courts actually went to
the extent of admitting Civil lawyers to plead? Perhaps the culmination of this process occurred
when the English Lord Chancellor endorsed the opening of law plactice in England to lawyers
trained in the traditions of the Civil law as well.?'
"Chary" School
Another strand of thought has been to approach the parallels between Common law and Roman law
in a slow, cautious manner. Buckland and McNair point out that there is some danger in
overemphasising the similarity between the methods of Roman law and English law" They give the
example of the law of real property in England, an area where some vestiges of Roman influence arc
sought to be traced, and see the danger in the creation of a parallel, in as much as the English law has
been much more systematic than Roman law was ever in the past? However, the argument presented
by Buckiand and McNair can be circumvented by reminding ourselves that thie themselves, in the
preface to their book, also point out that no attempt has been made on their part "to estimate the
aihnace of Roman kw spon Eng/ib m?'
Thus, their primary focus has essentially been to look at the
differences' between Roman law and Common law, and from such a methodological setting, it would
be difficult to talk authoritatively about the extent of Roman impact on Common iaw, which has
traditionally been an area of scholarship that has been inconclusive."
The opposite contention to the one presented above would be that it is also important to know how
other sources of law shaped the Common law tradition, because such an inquiry is likely to shed
direct light on one of the several ways in which Common law has grown. Thus, the danger, which
Buckland and McNair refer to would indeed be exaggerated as the Roman impact on Common law is
not a well understood area and is subject to controversy To this end, Donahue clearly points out char
current research forces us to reject any notions that may be cultivated of the total isolation of the
English legal development from Civil law."

A 1428 case in England was argued mostly in Latin- Further, as a mauer of practice, Civil lawyers were often consulted
onuside the court in case Involving marriages and wills. See Andrew Lewis, WhatMendohi/ts mY iStainstysrW Roomra lor and
Common &a, is T ROMaN
nV LAw TRAmTION 199 (A D.E Lewis & Dj. Ibbetson eds., 1994).

See Losn CwaNcrinie's

D

miARTMENT,
THE WoRK AND OGANISATION o

THE LaoAs. Paor'ssioa 47-48, 56 (1989) iedform

R.-. llelmhola, snpm note 22, at 1207

WAV

BICKIAND & A.D. Mean, ROMAN LaW & CosiioN Lass: A CoMiARIoN IN OUt]AN' 21 (1952).

They fiod

that

the area of real property hits hardly been touched by civilian influences; "...tgh the Id lkarning (Romana
e taken its fial frm at the hands of /kt Roman Ca/olkic cmyamnr, a& dzbers imparted into it some f the
utkb as more chaards&cof thdir tbos$g than of thdr Proriefin cantmeporders." See Id.

law) rasters a

sdhoiastic

WW

BCKILAND &

A.D.

MCNAIR, srpranote

41, at ix.

They do, however, acknowledge that it would be tight to emphasize the general resemblance in the methods of the
Roman law and Common law. See W Buciain&Af. McssaR, s'pra note 41. at 21.
S' Sh'oarI Hermean

s, m

and Lsgr The Contngnr of Rws and Bogish Regst2hdon of theeasw. 66 Tur. L RE%.

Charles Donhua,Jr., snpra note 2,

at 171.
30

181 (1992)

Roman Impact on Common Law

III Reasons for the Attraction of Roman Law
Having looked at the possible reasons that have been extended to belittle the Roman contribution to
the development of Common law, one can, at this juncture, turn to the reasons that have continued to
make Roman law an appealing repository of legal authority and principles.
In most places and at most times, borrowing is one of the most fruitful sources of legal change.'
The reasons for reception of the legal ideas of one legal tradition in another are many, and include
practical utility," chance,' problem of clear sight,' and the need for authority.' In this regard.
Roman law has always held its charm. Just for the sake of speculation, it may well have been that
initially the Common law actors - the judges and lawyers, were reluctant to use Roman ideas
considering them to be "foreign"," but certainly, they subsequently became professionally
comfortable with Continental ideas and even grew to admire many of them."

A

Ethical Value

To the Romans, law was a rule of life and a liberal art," with the jurist's summary sounding more like
"ean ethicalprncipk than a mle of poitive law." 5 To the Romans, law was not to be exploited either for
gain or for job.' This is not to suggest that the Roman tradition was the perfect, most effective

The borrowing may be from within the system, by analogy for instance from negligence in torts to negligence in contract,
or from another legal system. In this article, the thrust has been on Common law borrowing from Roman law
Practical utility is the basis for much of the reception of law that happens It is simply economically efficient to borrow
for the lawmaker who is saved the labour of thought See Mattel E-ing
in Legal raDophntsAn Essay in Compmaei Law
andLcanosrrs, 14 INTL. REV. OF fAW & EcONOMICS 3 (1994).
An element of chance cannot properly be factored in but may still be important in receptions. For example: a particular
book may be present in a particular library at a particular time, or it may not. To give a real life example: at first sight, it is
surprising that Scottish law is a strong influence on the modern law of Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland. However, the
reason for this lies in a chance scheme, in as much as in 1966, Edinburgh University began accepting all the LL.B.
students from these countries, each spending two years there, a practice that continued until 1996. See generally Alan
Watson, Arrtr of Rereption of Law, 44 AMi. J. Cosir. L. 335, 339-340 (1996).
Id. at 341, In as much as certain legal principles may be better explained elsewhere, from where a borrowing may be
thought desirable
Roman law drenw distinctions between types of rivers. A river was to be distinguished from a stream by its size or by the
opinion of those who lived round about. Some rivers were perennial, others were torrential, A perennial river was one
that flowed all Year round (even if it occasionally dried up); a torrent was one that flowed only in winter. Some rivers were
public, others private. The Roman rules became the basis of the law related to navigation of both Holland and Scotland.
.S' I. at 346
R.H. Helmholz is of the view that such usage was not entirely an innovation but only constituted a return, albeit in an
altered fornm, to a state of affairs that existed before the 19"' century. He points out that "ptortn the 17" enayi, absolte
barrier ba/nwo the Conthientallaw and the Gmmon law Ad not exirt." See R.H. Helmholz, supra note 22, at 1208
Judge Girr of Virginia from the United States, however, sus up the position in W-ilson v. Shacklfer, 25 Va. (4 Rand) 5,
8 (1826) as: "If wo doubed ibether the ruk of the aid law or that of the aos'nn law wy mostju or csonwrien, veshould he bomed in
adhar/ th /att" SeO W Hamilton Bryson, infra note 151, at 143.
Se", R. Kis-®a AiyvGacat, infra note 55, at 2. Law was the main branch of Latin literature. To quote Henry Maine- "!Y nor
the os4' par of their literatu in which the Romans lhemarew look any srang in/erest; and it is 1e one part wvhirb bas profnd
in/ioonr race /oentoigiA" Se HJ.S. MAINE, BARLy HiTisRy OF INSTrruTIONs 308 (1875) dedfrM HANun Au, infra note 68,
R. KEssAv..A

rAKa,
G

John J. Hogctty str

THr INPmtANCrE or ROM AiNL.txW'
o

OTI-iRK Sysris or Law' 3 (1962).

note 3, at 1894.
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systen of law that ever prevailed. However, the fact does remain that the ethics of the legal
profession of the world have their deepest roots in the best traditions of Roman jurists.
Intellectual Value

B

The appeal of the Roman law was much more than the charm of its Latiniy. In the hands of
Justinian's jurists, Roman law received a completeness with which Common law could not compete, at
least in the initial stage.5 Hoeflich offers several reasons as to why Roman and civilian materials were
useful or attractive, Roman law was often considered the law of scholars while Common law for
long remained outside the schools of the universities to have any claims to scholarship recognized
beyond the Inns of Court." The effects of the study of the Roman law in England early odl" had a
very visible effect on the oldest of English juristic writings, which adopted Roman categories, Roman
6
definitions and Roman terminology in the treatment of the English law. Common law was often
attracted to the logical categories and conceptions of Roman law for the scientific construction of
their own law. Phillimore asserts that the judges of Westminster Hall took frequent recourse to the
CorpusJUriS Cills, especially when new questions arose for which no earlier decisions had established
precedents."
Historical & Comparative Value

C

The lessons of history are learned by locating the origins of the institutions that are fundamental to
society and seeing how, and by what methods, they have been changed over time. In Roman history,
we find the origin of a number of our institutions, as shall be demonstrated later in this article. In
Roman law, we find the force that shaped those institutions during Roman times and throughout the
history of western civilization to the present.' Thus, it has been stated that "the value of the study of
Roman law Res not in becomitng acquainted dith the detailed rckes ... bt in a consideration of those important
instituions, such as marriage,propery, and contract."'" The study of Roman law also offers a comparative
value that is perhaps the most "practical" value it offers to Common law students. It does so by giving
them a different perception to legal problems, in order that they better appreciate their own legal

note 55, at 3, For example, the Roman jurist Papinian, who lived a simple Life and portrayed
a
A-Y'G,.spra
R. KESAWA
exemplary inegrity, never bowed down to pressure from the highest imperial quarters for the perversion oF justice. See R.
Kaswav AIvANcAR, notm note 55, at 2.
SA.K.R KA

ir,sopra note 35, at 42.

Some reasons do not come as a surprise, particularly the appeal of the Roman "system". In some classical and Byzantine
sources, Roman law was presented according to a rudimentary system in which individual rules were not simply set out
one after another but irranged in a network according to their relation to one another. So far as two rules shared a
common element (as delict and contract shared the notion of obligation), they were treated the same, and vice-versa. See
Ernest Metzger, i4fra note 124.
A.K.R. KtIouar, supra note 35,at 42
For example, a Lombard named Vacarius lectured on the Roman law at Oxford from 1149 to 1170. See MuNROE SaMIri,
supra note 37, at 290.
Id.

Id at 291,
JohnJ. Hogerty, spranote 3, at 1895.
.H. N cwark, The Fuanreof Roman

ILow h; Legal -ducation

in the United Kingdom, 33 'T-.. L. Rv. 647, 651 (1958).
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systems, by expanding their outlook to enable them to understand the law in other
by pointing out ways in which Roman law is applicable to modern legal practice."'

jurisdictions, and

Roman Impact Through the Ages

IV

Britain has had a Roman "flavour" to its institutions right from the very beginning. In this section, an
attempt has been made to try and adumbrate the Roman impact on Britain, as it occured over time.
Britain initially came in contact with Rome when Julius Caesar conquered England in 55 B.C. Till AD.
455, when the Romans withdrew, Britain was governed by Rome and Roman law made rapid
progress.' Thereafter, England was invaded by the Germanic tribes, the Angles and the Saxons, who
introduced their native customary law of Teutonic origin." In 1066 A.D., with the coining in of the
Normans under William the Conqueror, the Common law of England began to emerge. It seemed as
if the Roman impact was being lost on England, and according to Donahue, when the Normans
arrived, they found a legal system almost totally devoid of Roman influence?"
The issue of the Roman impacf on the Common law can be looked at in the form of four broad
periods of study:
A

11'h Century

King Edward ("the Confessor"), who ruled from 1042 to 1066 A.D., was an important advocate of
Roman law in England -after it became free from the Roman Empire. Edward, who had spent about
thirty years of his life in exile on the Continent, was in many ways destined to perpetuate the Roman
influence in Britain due to his perceptive orientation and grounding in Roman law'"
B

12

- 13 Centuries

In this era, from about 1150 A.D to about 1300 A.D, Roman law profoundly influenced the English
Conon law One reason Hamid Ali suggests for explaining this is the fact that the prime ministers
of the kings of England were all ecclesiastics, and members of the Roman Catholic Church. Thus,
they were grounded in the principles of Canon law, which, as has already been seen, in turn was
essentially a Roman offshoot. A second reason for the Roman influence lay in the earliest English
treatises on the Common law written during this period. The earliest, known as the Glanvill, showed
considerable influence of the Roman law.' The same remark holds good for Bractons well known
book De legzbus at ConrnetudinibusAngae. Bracton not only took the leading classifications," notions

Such an exercise, ir is submitted, would be useful in tracing the Roman impact on Common law in a sysmantic and

"

.

palpable manner
HAMIDAlE, Oumrs OF ROMAN

Law

32 (1963)

Thus began the Dark Ages - at least From a legal point of view - during which Roman legal influences became diluted by
the competing laws, traditions and customs of nyriad migratory tribes and races. SeeRichard A. Pacia, rpsas note 17, at 33

Charles Donahue, ]r., sapranote 2, at 168.
Rchard A Paci,

ra

note 17, st 33.

In fact, Hatend Ah, in his book, refers to it as the "Roawas epoch of English Legal Hirlor" See HAina Au, flrpra note 68,
33.

at

HAruo Aut, sspmn note 68, at 33.
rd.
For instance, the division into the law of persons, things and actions was followcd in thc Institutes Se HAMID Au, spro
note 68, at 34.
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and terminology from Roman law, but also in many places, borrowed from the text of the Corpusjunir
itselfE
16 - 17

C

Centuries

After Bracron, the focus shifts to Maotland's assertion that during the 16" century, there was a chance
of Roman law becoming the law of England. During the reign of Henry VIII and in the last years of
his predecessor, there was, in Ma tland's view, a great movement on foot to receive the Roman law of
the Corpus jurit Ciali in place of the Common law.n Authors such as Kiralfy doubt this particular
claim of Maitland's saying that it was perhaps exaggerated." But the question was seriously mooted at
the time of Henry VIII An instance of the intention can perhaps be seen in the King himself
founding the Regius Proffership of Civil Law in the University of Cambridge ' Holdsworth points
out that in the 16'" century, English law was not unaffected by the revival of Roman laar According to
him, the same needs that caused Roman law to be received in Western Europe operated in England.
This could be explained as the need to increase the pow'z of the State in order to enable it to deal
with the new problems in which the State had become supreme."
However, there does exist evidence to support Maitland's above mentioned hypothesis. To ds end,
some of the reasons for believing that the supremacy of the Common law was indeed chalkaged
during this period include" (1) The business of Common law courts declined' due to slow
cumbersome procedures; (2) Complaints of the defects in law, substantive as well as procedural, as
administered by the Common law courts became routine, leaving both litigants and law enforcers
unhappy; (3) The Year Books, which were one of the first law reports, ceased to appear during Henry
VIIs time, thus eliminating one important source for development of legal arguments in court; (4)
The activities of new courts and councils administering Civil law, such as the Court of Admiralt,
were on the rise, thus bringing with it a more direct Roman law influence
However, Kiralfy points out that the judges had made Common law resilient enough to withstand the
assaults of the Romanists. As a consequence, the movement got defeated and the growing practice of
appointing lawyer Chancellors rapidly reduced the foothold of the Roman law Seldon, on the other
hand, discusses in detail the triumph of the Common law over efforts to establish Roman law as the
law of England. He significantly denies that there was any malor Roman law influence on the
Common law either as a legacy of the Roman occupation of Britain or of the revival of Roman law
during the late Middle Ages. He accepts that Roman Britain was governed by Roman law

H %iIAr1, ipra note 68, at 33. In estimating Bracton's debt to the Roman law, Maine thought that the whole of the
form and a third of the contents of the treatise were borrowed rrom Ronfi law; while Reeves thought that though
terms and maxims were borrowed from Roman law, [he actual doctrines boriowed would not Ft1lthree pages So VI.
KuSRESrntHA. infira note 81, at 195.

A.KR Ksirn,sipranote 35, at 42
Id
Vtii
WV

1-3.1si

OSRT.

iupra note 12, at 228

V l_ KLESHRsisHTHA, A TlaTook o
*

[Nc.LISH[ LaFno

Coke went to the extent of pointing oui
Civil and Canon laws. See lId at 196.

that

HIsTOR

196-19t (1999)

Chancellor Xolbey plotted to subvart the Common law and subsduie
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administered by Roman jurists, but he argues that once the Romans were gone, "the yoke nwr tbronw off
and the inhabitants, restored to their own jurisdicion, either rejected the iwperal law or so negkcted it that it soon
disppeared."l
In rougihly the same era - late 17" cenwry and in the course of the next century, particularly under
the leadership of Lord Mansfield," the Common law courts absorbed much of the Law Merchantrr
which had a lot of Civilian elements." Though this attemprof Lord Mansfield is said to have been
the last large scale overt incorporation of Roman legal principles into the English Common law, it
did not in any way mark the end of the Roman influence, but rather the beginning of an extended
period during which legal scholars either purposely or advertently down-played the contributions of
Roman lawr
D

19

Century

By the beginning of the 19" century, Roman law had served vo purposes. Firstly, it had been
substantively used to help resolve particular problems where there was no Common law authority. It
had filled in the gaps, though under the emerging theory of precedent, it did not have binding
authority" Secondly, and more subtly, it had influenced those areas of law which the Common law
shared with or took over from the ecclesiastical jurisdictions."
After the 191 century, the Roman impact on Common law tended to become more inconspicuous,
given the rapid development of judge-made law, bringing into controversy the entire question of the
extent of Roman influence on Common law.

Martha A. Zislond, spra note 23, at 37. However. Seldon's point of re is too insular to accept as it completel attempts
to deny a Ranan impact on Common law a theme thar this paper finds problematic and gives evdence to counter.
Lord Mlansitld, who had studied Roman law at the Universin of Leyden, moulded a modern commercial law during the
thirty-two years that he was Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench. See Richard A. Pacia, sprqa note 17, at 37.
The vast amount of Mudtcrranean maritime commerce which took place in the Roman
wih diverse hisarial customs, traditions and laws b nccessity created a sophicated
Alreoantora Duing the reign of Justinian, many of the laws of sale, assignment
insTrumfus and security interests were codified into a detailed body of rules capable
scotMiv .
W

Empire

anning

numerous nations

body of commercial law the La

of debts, hadments, negoatiab
of supporiag extensive business

Chades Donahue, Jr., som note 2, at 169. In 1-760, Lord Mansfield incorporated the Roman notions of quasi-contract
into the English Common law. See Richard A. Pscia, supra note 17, at 36.
In fact, the English would continue to improve their common law system by incorporating Roman principles in an almost
insensate fashion, generating ever-changing precedents to coincide with an ever-changing socict. See Richard A. Pacia,
pra note 17, at 36.
There are many examples of Roman law principles being used by judges in Common law jurisdiction. Justice Cardozo,
for instance, in 1Van Beak v. Sabine Toing Cx, 300 U.S. 342 (1937), made great use of Roman law in arriving at his
decision. The facts of the case concerned a seaman who hd been killed! because of his employer's negligence. The
seaman's mother sued for damages but died during the pendency of her suit. The issue was whether the executrix's suit
abated or continued after her death. Justice Cardoazo first turned to Roman law where he found the principle that "no
adion f an
eiza penal chemar ddroa
he
inrmenad
afjkr the deaih of the pron resprwrite far th injey' According to the
Digest, vengeance was not "to reah beyondthe gra."This was an exampIc of how the American Supreme Court traced the
changes in Roman law by the Common law. Seealso Samuel J. Astorino, Reman Lawin American Law: Twentieth Century Cases
of AheS upre Gn, 40 DuQ. L. REV. 627, 642643 (2002).
Andrew Lewis, stepro note 39, at 207 - Lewis notes that mnthe area of theory, the Roman institutional scheme had been
influential for long, though it was not of much relevance until the time of Wbod and Blackscone for an ordered
understanding of Common law, notwithstanding the efforts of Bracton.
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Roman Impact in Specific Areas

V

In this section of the paper, an attempt has been made to present clear and cogent evidence to support
the proposition of a Roman impact having occurred on the institutions and structures of the Common
law tradition. In order to be able to demonstrate the influence of Roman law, the methodology
adopted has been to expressly advert to the specific fields where the impact has been felt.
A

Areas of Law

According to one view," there are two fundamental Common laws. (1) "Do all you have agreed to
do" and (2) "Do not encroach" on other persons or their property" According to Maybury, the
former is the basis for contract law, while the latter is the basis for criminal law and tort law." In all
three areas - contract lax; criminal law and tort law, aside from other branches of law, the Roman law
has had a major say
In the area of pre-contractual duties imposed upon negotiating parties, captured by the legal
conception of bargaining in good faith (eu/pa in contrahead), Roman law has played a major part."
Though there is no such doctrine accepted in the Common law tradition and only rarely are parties
found liable for damage caused in negotiating towards a contract, one view has been that the
Common law should learn from the Roman law and adopt such a doctrine for securing the interests
of negotiating parties."
In the area of tort law, the Romans developed a sophisticated body of law with reference to
contributory negligenceS" Intervening cause, supravening cause and joint tort-feasor liabdity were
also developed by the Romans and refined by Justinian." In a siridar vein, the Romans were of the
view "that the naghitnt or intendigperson wazs Eableforthe harm f he caused it but not if some intenening agency
pretted his act rom predsing it efect"" The Romans also originated the "reasonable man" standard of
conduct."
Roman law also exerted a major influence on the development of modern American trial practice,
particularly in terms of the adrrmissibility of exidence" The testimony of witnesses under Roman law
was subject to many of the qualifications commonly employed in courtrooms in Common law

" See

rwi4 RICHARD J.MAYsuIn,

WHATEVER

iAiPPENED

To JusrIC? (1993).

Black) Law Didaiy defines enaoach as; "I. To enter bygra dal slaeps or sledib int Mposwions or agbts of owther , trespas

r inrdae. ,2. To pin or intrde unkfrd4 uoon anothes kndr, prr,

or anmori.

So H.C. BucK, Bic 's Lr Di0no.sy

473 (1979).
RICHARD J. MAVnsUt', tpro note 90.

YVow Ben-Derr, The erenilAbpigui

of Cnlpa in Contrahendo, 27 A.J.L.H. 142,143 (1983).

Id. at 195.
It is perrineni to note tha Blackstone freely admits thaw the concept of contributory negligen was borrowed by the
Einglish common hw system from Roman low. As to contributory negligence, the Roman jurist Pomponies is quoted in
The Digest as saying that "o one is injrowby w&1 he rg rmhrg his o'nafault" Ser Richard A. Pacia, sro note 17, at 32-33
Id
Id ai 33

Id. a 33.
SId-at 32.
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jurisdictions: evidence was required to be relevant arid not cumulative, hearsay evidence was generally
excluded, and the testimony of witnesses was limited to those facts which were within their personal
knowledge and generally could not include opinions."' The Roman system also incorporated a parole
evidence rule."' Many of these advances have mistakenly been attributed to the English Common
law system.',
Roman law has had an influence in the area of property law as well. The law of compulsory
acquisition of property loosely called "eminent domain" is Roman in conception-" Compulsory
acquisition is a transaction of sale effectuated in the exercise of the potestas of the state whereby the
dominiam of the citizen is acquired by the State for a public purpose."'
Fundamentally, the marriage laws of Europe derive from the Canon law, which operated mainly by
Roman methods and ideas. Under the influence of Peter Lombard, the "Galican" doctrine of
marriage gained importance where emphasis was laid on the use of words expressing consent to
marriage and reliance was not just placed on the fact of consummation. However, this doctrine was
not so strictly enforced as to cause any obstacle to the marriage of deaf and dumb persons. To this
extent, then, the doctrine of the Roman texts was accepted, and traces of marriages by consent alone
could be found in the "common law marriages" known to English and Common law.""'
The Roman impact has been felt on the English law of guardianship as well. Roman law provided two
basic types of guardians, the tutor and the curator. The former was given to a child inpupillaia tate,
i.e, one who had not yet reached puberty"' The curator, whose selection rested with the minor,
represented the child till the age of twenty-five. Of the two, the tutor was the more important. His
duties embraced protection of both the child's person and property. The duties of the curator
extended only to matters of property and litigation. English practice reflected this difference between
cura and tate/a.".. For example, in a testamentary cause heard at London and appealed to Canterbury
in the late 13 century, one question raised in appeal was whether a second guardian could properly
be appointed for a child who already had a tutor."" The petitioner's answer that a curator could, in
some situations, be appointed in addition to a tutor, and that the tutor already appointed should be
removed for cause, was supported by citation from the Digest. This case was clearly argued according
to the Roman law of guardianship."' This use of civilian terminology is sufficient to raise an
111
inference that the Roman law distinction between cura and tutela was followed in the Common law "
4, 7,16-17, 19,21 ditfrol Richard A. PFia, sera note 17, at 32.

"

CODE OFJLSTINLAN

s

Richard A. Pacia, spm note 17, at 32.

"'Id
s

R.

Keswa

AnNoAn, Snipra note 55, at 10.

SId.
HF. Joowicz, RoXuAN

I

FOUNrDATIONS Of MtortNa

LAw 156 (1957).

"ILREH. Helmholz, The Roman Law of Guan&mb in Engand 1300-1600, 52 TUL.L. Rv. 223, 230 (1978)
Id,
"'

The man who sought appointment as a second guardian did not state in his petition whether he was asking to be named as

a tutor or a curator An excepion was taken on the ground that between a tutor and a curator wide difference and distinct
effects exist, as appearsevidently in many treatises of the liw. feeld
"

R.H. Helnholz, sunranote 106, at 231
1d,
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One of the inlets for Roman law into English law, as has already been mentioned was the Law
Merchant, that is essentially the commercial laws, which was primarily based on Roman law."' As
England became more unified and stable politically and judicially, the climate got more conducive for
the English markets and lairs to develop a cosmopolitan character. Foreign merchants, eager to find
new markets, began to visit England in far greater numbers.

These foreign merchants brought with

them their own internationally recognized customs based on Roman law and developed by usage, to
govern their dealings and refused to subject themselves to the domestic law of England. In England,
special courts were set up to deal with disputes between merchants. These were the Courts of the
Fairs, the Courts of Pie Powder and the Staple Courts - all administering Merchant law"' However,
as the Court of Admiralty developed, the other old courts enforcing the Law Merchant declined. The
law administered by the Court of Admiralty was Civil law as opposed to the Common law and as a
consequence, the growth of jurisdiction of the Court of Admiralty was resented by the Common law
judges" - trade, it must be remembered, came to play a rn-ore important part in the economic life of
people. The Civil law which was closer to the customs of the foreign merchants, was favoured by
thcn."
Finally, a Roman impact has also been seen in principles of environmental

law," proceedings before

M G.R. Rinis. THE Exuvasns Laac. SysThel 20 (1962). Roman law undoubtedly influenced maritime and mercantile law since
the Venetian and Genoese mercantile customs, which these branches of law utized, had a Civilian basis,

Id

I

Itd a 21.
In the 160"cetury, prohibitons were made against the Admiralty to rest its urisdiction Legal fictions were also used
to enable tie Common law cours to assume jurisdiction over many eases which otherwise would have been tried in
Admiraity. For instance, if there was a breach of A contract made in Bordeaux, the writ would allege that
Bordesux was in she Parish of St. Mary-le-1ow in Cheapside, thus brnging it within the lurisdicon of The
Common law courts. See Id.

'

Reasons why the foreign as well as English merchants desired the liberty Ln try cases under Civil law, included: (1)
foreigners only understood the Civil law, (2) if contracts were drawn abroad, there were only Civilians available
for the purpose; (3) Civil law was the Js Gentium; (4) Civil law was closer to tie lw merchant than was the
Common law, (5) process of the Civil law was more effective where a party was absent and especially in the
matter of reception of evidence. Reasons alleged against the Common law were: (1) it had no terms of art
suitable for a foreign language in which a commercial document might have to be framed; (2) witnesses could no.
always be at handi to give ord evidence; (3) the unsuitability of the Comnmon law was the cause of the merchants'
importunate outery for a court merchant. Se A.K.R. Krsun, uoppr note 35, at 199. In the 18"' century, Lord
Mansfield played a major role in founding the modern English system Of Mercantile Law by relying on Roman
law. S eVD KLTsHRaE5HriA, sApeu note 81, at 201.
In M.C Adohta v. Kama Nalb, (1997) 1 S.C.C. 385, 407. 415, Kuldip Singh, J., pointed out that the "Docrrine u1
Public Trust" was attributable to the Ancient Roman Empire, where this theory was shaped. The doctrine of
public trust rests upon the plinth that certain resources like air, water, sea, and foresa have such a great
inportance to the people as
whole, that it would be wholly unjustified to make thei a subject of private
Anership This doctrine now stands incorporated as a part of the law of the land in India, as well as in other
Common law jUriadictions. to prevent unfair dealing with or dissipation of all natural resources. Sen w/eho amonnr
Case, A RAgistrred Sney v. UOT, (1999) 6 S.C.C. 667. 746.
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courtS", and in roles of court-related procedure." Even in the area of gifts and legacies, a Roman
impact has been felt upon the Common law. The Roman doctrine of donatio mortis cara - death bed
gifts, partaking of the nature of both gifts and legacies, is an example. " This doctrine of Roman law
has been incorporated into the Common law and has been accepted almost without any change."'
Even in the realrn of customs, inspiration from Roman ideas may have been probable. This is because
the popular perception of the requirement of "time imnmernoriality" for proving that a custom in
Common law had a counterpart in the Roman law much earlier in connection with servitude-s's
B

Personalities of Common Law

The study of Roman law has had an impact upon some of the leading scholars of the Common law
tradition. H.i. Hoeflich states that it is undeniable that both Joseph Story and John Austin, legal
luminaries of the Common law world, made use of Roman and Civilian legal materials in their
2
scholarly work.' 2 2 SLory was an admirer of the Civil law and read widely within its traditions. Austin
toolk frequent recourse to civilian vocabulary as an ersatz for common-law vocabulary, in his attempts
to give a structure to the common law Yet, in using civilian vocabulary, he did not necessarily use the
civilian institutions that the vocabulary signified?"' Hoeflich suggests that Austin avoided the
language of common law in order to free himself from the many irrelevant accretions of meaning
that the language had suffered, but at the same time did not feel constrained to observe or was
ignorant of the nuances of the civilian vocabulary he substituted."'

In falata Da v'. .S. Chowchary, (1992) 4 S.CC 305, 334-335, the Supreme Court acknowledged that the oblect
of Public Inicresi Litigation (PIL), namely Lo advance the cause of the comiunity or disadvAntaged groups and
individuals or public interest, by allowing any person to act in a bona fide manner, was drawn from the motion
of aeo popula
of Roman law whereby any citizen could bring such an action in respect of a public delictr
In Daro v Sh e of UP, A.I.R. 1961 S.C. 1457, 1462, a Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court in pointing out the
differccs between the rule of Res Judicata and Escoppel, stted that the later rested on equitable principles while Res
judicata rcstd on naxms taken from the Roman lawk principle of "lafres repuWicar at nifair lifted' (it concerns the
State that there b an end to laws suits). See also Dea Ra v- Ibsur Chard,(1995) 6 SC.C 733, 139-740i CK_ TA.i-r.m,
Cit
PROcEDiaE 56 (2003). In jqaramrrl&uahrv.Awanami, (1972) 2 5C.C. 200, 217, per Beg and Ray. jJ., it was held
that the general doctrine of 9s pandens is derived from the rule of ps adsasm embodied in Roman law in the maxim oE
"Ra do qa CoraemiciaprobidemAr o atradedramnv' (a thing concerning which there is a controversy is prohibited,
during the suit forn being alienated).

GOwrSE, NowattE,

Q"EnSrTONs & ANswns o-. Roxt\ LAw 68 (1959); TC SmaNAs., Tius LsTrireTs OF JsTuiu%WTH

EGiSL I\NThtoUOMN, TRANSIATto

AND NoTES 148 (1941).

nn r/craihen/1Si
o rm (last visited May 8,
2004). However, Sloane points aur that a Lord Chancellor of England, profoundly leamed in the law and noted for his
eoniservttnssm, suggested thar if "I&] donode Norti cansa as stnwrk out of our tan alloge/her it twiud be gents as at/" By the
Charles W Sloare, Ce/holic Eugrlopedia: Donation, at http://wwwnew

Code Civil it has been struck out of the law of France alreads:
G.R Ro,

soprea note I 111,at 2.

1H.M. Hoefli ch, JoAn A udeis andjoseph £lor: Two Nreteenth Cen/sey Perspenas on the U/lily of the Cil Law jr
Layer, 29 (1) A.JL.H. 36, 71 (1985).

the Commos

X R. Helmhols, adpe note 22, at 1222. The breadth of Story's citadons in his various Commeen/ar on widely different
subjects reflects the fact that he was very knowiedgeable about nort only the common law tradition but also civil and
Roman lan: Sue Ronald Da Rotunda & John E. Nowak, joseph Stoy-/ A Alan For All Seasos. at hur.l/
www.suricmecethiscorvors/04 library/subs volumes/04 c12 f.html (last visited May 8, 2004)
Ernest Iearger, The Boj Atoson of Rowan Law, alhetDo/iurist boittdu/llowhookshernovJtm (ast visited Mav
2n 'rdsp4)
In this wa,

-suron could build acst of abstract pninciples that hc hoped might apply to any legal %saten See Id
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Another legal personality influenced by Roman law was Francis Lieber. In 1839, Lieber published a
book, "Legal and Political Hermencutics", which was typically civilian in both its aim and ambition:
he attempted to set forth principles of textual interpretation that would apply universally to all legal
documents,."2 He sought to achieve universality by showing that the principles were valid not only in
Roman and civil law but in the contemporary common law as wellm It is noteworthy, Hoefich
suggests, that Lieber's use of civilian materials shows that the common law did not have what he
needed: precise canons of interpretation with the requisite vocabularyin
C

Statutes & Enactments

R.H. Helnholz contends that certain provisions of the great Magna Carta itself had been drawn in
He gives the example of Chapter 61 of the Magna Carta. According
substance from the Civil law'
to this Chapter, if the King should fail to abide by the Charter's provisions, a committee of four
barons shoild refer the matter to a larger committee of twenty five barons, who together would
"distress the King by seiing his cattle, lands,possessions, and in any other way they could nnd redress had been
obtained." Thus, to enforce the Charter, this Chapter legalized and provided an institutionalized
framework for war between the King and his vassals." Helmholz argues that this baronial idea was
an adaptation of a similar remedy found in the Lbri feodorum -- the collection of feudal law compiled
in Bologna during the 1150's and regularly added at the end of medieval copies of the Corpus jmis
Civiis, which contained the basic texts of Roman law."' Essentially, by way of this provision, the
Barons at Runnymaede seized upon the concepts of the Civil law when faced with the problem of
securing the obedience of the King to the law
There are a number of instances when the Common law tradition, by statute offered hospitality to
Civilian principles. The English Legitimacy Act of 1926, which enabled an illegitimate child to be
legitimized by the subsequent marriage of his parents, introduced into the law of England a principle
that was universal in civil jurisdictions.
Another instance of influence by the Roman law was the
English Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1934. It is a common principle of civil law that
interest can be claimed on a debt from the day on which the debtor is in default, even when no such
payment has been stipulated. On face value, this principle is not in accordance with the Common law,
but by Section 3 of the English Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1934, power was given
to the court to award interest on any debt for the whole or any part of the period between the date when the
cause of acffon arose and the date of the judgment." Thus, this provision incorporated the Roman principle
into the statute.m'

Id,
'"

Besides Helmbolm, others such as Sherman believe that the source and inspiration for the Magna Carta were not English
feudaltioc isritutions as is popularly believed but notions of the universality of natural law as proclaimed by the Roman
legal tradition. So Sherman, The Romaninhon of .EngArh Law, 23 YALE L.J. 475 (1914).

SR, F-.

I

elmhnah, sipra note 22, at 1211.

Maurice Sheldon Amos, Th Common Law & the Chilaw
L
Coito-N Law 51 (Peter Smith ed., 1965).

ihe Barbn Comonalh of Naions, in TkiE

Ad
p at 52.
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Another example of a Common law statute, which suggests elements drawn from the Civil law, is the
Limation Act passed by the Parliament in England in 1623. This statute in essence was the
predecessor of all the modern statutes of limitations for actions to recover real property. Donahue
contends that what was worded as a simple statute of limitation, became the statutory basis of the
doctrine of adverse possession,' which doctrine at least in the hands of some judges, looked
remarkably like the Civil idea of acquisitive prescription. Donahue states that the idea of acquisitive
prescription was not unknown to the British framers of the statute considering the fact that Bracton
had already brought the concept into English law to compensate for the lack of any system of
limitation in the Common law of his day, which was applicable to someone claiming a non-possessory
right to the land of another.3
Even the Interpretation Act of 1889 in England drew directly from the Roman law. Its first section
reproduces two Roman rules of statutory construction: (1) that unless the contrary intention appears,
words importing the masculine gender shall include females; (2) and that words in the singular shall
include the plural."' At a more general level, the principle that it is for the legislature to enact and for
the jurists to expound the law is one of the most valuable contributions of the Roman law to the
world. Lord Halsbury himself said that the worst person to construe a statute is the person who
drafted it because he would be disposed to confuse what he had intended to say with what he had in
fact said."
In India, Section 6 of the Specific Relief Act, 1963, which provides for a person who was in
possession of immovable property and then ousted therefrom, to have a summary and speedy
remedy through the medium of the Civil Court, for restoration of possession, is said to have its basis
in Roman law."' A Three-judge Bench of the Supreme Court has pointed out that this section is a
reproduction of a provision of the Roman taw, under which, by an interdictum de 2, a person
wrongfully dispossessed from property could recover it by proving previous possession without being
required to prove title."'
D

Courts

William I established ecclesiastical courts whose jurisdiction covered mainly probate and matrimonial
causes apart from that exercised over clerics. 40 These courts were largely based on Roman law
methods and procedures. Before the Norman Conquest, the then existing courts heard all suits - lay

"'

"

With the judicial requirements that ti possession be actual, continuous, open and notorious, and with the frequent
addition that it be under "(good faith) claim of right". See Charles Donahue, Jr., stu note 2, at 180.
H.E Jotmwic,

smpra tote 105, at it.

Sir Robert Herswon 'c The Raebmines and Ratgear Inpreonti Conmisskners, 1892 AC. 498 oied fea
mepra note 55, at 5.
"

R. KEs.-AV- AlYANtGAR,

Such suits can be entertained and declared only where both parties - plaintiff and defendant - have no tide to the sut
land but the question in de suit turns only on a question of prior possession. Semopinion of N P. Singh, J. in NagirPalika
v,Jqga Sigh, (1995) 3 S.C.C. 426, 431.
See Nger Palika . Jagt Sig 6 , (1995) 3 S.C.C. 426, 431.
The ecclesiastical courts of England dealt nor only wish offences against doctrine and morality, but also with secular
matters - testamentary succession, legitimacy, matrimonial causes. See KENNETH Sira & DEls KEEAN, ENoLi L m 10
(1969).
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and ecclesiastical and the Bishop and the Earl sat as joint judges?' William I had in fact, prior to his
conquest of England, promised to set up separate ecclesiastical courts in the country in return for the
Pope's blessing of his proposed campaign. After the conquest, the promise was carried out in 1072 1076, and suits "belonging to the government of souls" were removed fron lay to ecclesiastical
courts."'
143

The Courts of Admiralty too were based on Roman law. The English equity jurisprudence was
4
considerably influenced by the Roman law. The whole line of Chancellors from Becket to Wokey
145
were regularly ecclesiastics who knew the Roman law. The Court of Star Chamber imported many
ideas of Roman law to deal with case of libel, perjury, forgery, conspiracy and attempts to commit
crimes in the 16 century. In the conciliar courts and the Chancery, the Civihans filled some, but by
no means all of the positions. As in the medieval Chancery, civil law influence could be seen in the
146
shape of the procedure of these courts.
E

Case Law

In a number of English cases, judges have expressly taken recourse to the principles of Roman law.
A good illustration of this point would be the case of Kear v. Patfifnon." In this case, some of the
plaintiff's bees had swarmed and settled on the defendant's land. The defendant refused to allow the
plaintiff to enter upon his land and told him to go through another's land and retake the bees. The
defendant finally allowed the plaintiff to follow him into his land by which time the bees were lost.
The plaintiff brought an action to recover the value of the bees, the case being argued as one or
conversion. justice Slesser in the case, placing reliance upon Justinian's Institutes which deal with
precisely the same issue of lost bees, and Bracton (largely founded upon the Roman law), turned
down the action of conversion, as the bees were the plaintiff's property so long as they were in his
sight, and he had power to pursue them. Once they went over to the defendant's land, the plaintiff

Joint courts

vere however disliked by the Papacy because of the quarrels that took place between the lay and
merburs of the various tribunals. Seeld

j

cclcsiastical

Donahue contends that the ecclesiastical courts and the admiralty courts were distinctly civil law courts applying civil law
and dominated by civil lawyers. See Charles Donahue, Jr., supranote 2, at 171,
The growth and functions of equity as a part of the English law were anticipated by a similtir development of che same
notions in the Roman jusprudence. in fact, the equity administered by the early English chancellors, and the
jurisprudence of their court, were confessedly borrowed from the judicial powers of the Roman magistrates, and oncannot b fully understood without some knowledge of the other. See Richard A. Paia, upra note 17, ac 36.
J-is Wi iais, A Tisr.s'iisr ni Tstt STurn AND PRAcice or Tiii

Lsw (1996),

am/ila' at htt:/ /olllihertvfund org/Texts /Cicero0O70/Politcal'orks/HTM1s,/0044-2
May 8, 2004).

Pi05 Addenda.html (last visited

ChArles Donahue, Jr...uae note 2, at 171.
Indian cases have also had to take direct recourse to Roman principles of law on a few occasions. In LA'kshmiSatyal.
Sachi Kvmar Dba, (1972) 2 SC.C. 647, 654, the question of law was with respect to the applicability of Canon law, ir-a-ir
the Common law on the matter, with regard to the Indian doriciles professing Roman Catholic religion at the rime of
solemnization of marriage. The Supreme Court held that the Canon laws of the Roman Catholic Church (Canons 88,
1067, 1934) iii question, which did not prohibit marriage of a minor in the absence of parents' cosent, would apply in
the cas, overriding the provisions of statute la; as the Roman Catholic community as governed by its personal laws.
11939 I AIL EXR 65
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certainly could not pursue them. This peculiar nature of the bees is referred to as ferae naturae in the
Roman law. Another instance of a Roman impact on case law can be gauged from the leading case of
Coggs v. Bernard,"' where Holt, CJ., classified bailiments in accordance with Bracton's classification
based on Roman law.
F

Places in Common Law Territory

Roman law has managed to carve out a niche for itself in a number of Common law jurisdictions.
The instance of the state law in Virginia in the United States presents an example of the reception of
Roman law to this end.' 5 In order to explain the unique position of Roman law in Virginia, Bryson
sees an intellectual link to the Roman law in Virginia by indicating the vast number of books available
on Roman law in the libraries of Virginia. "1
Perhaps the most important area of law influenced by Roman law in Virginia was that of intestate
succession, In Virginia, the Statute of Descents and Distributions of 1785 (which in essence is the
basis of the current statute prevailing in Virginia), drafted by Thomas Jefferson, abolished the English
Common law of primogeniture and set up in its place a system of intestate succession and parcenary
distribution of property based on Roman law model and ideas. 1
There have also been a number of instances when, within the broad Common law framework,
preference has been given to Civil law principles. The Canadian provinces of Ontario, British
Columbia, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have abandoned the Common law of contributory
negligence in favour of the Civil law concept of comparative fault,' This development was no doubt

32,

at 53

"

(1703), 2 Ld. Rayrn. 969 akcdfrom R.j. WALKtes & M.G

'

By statute, the courts of Virginia are required to decide cases according to the principles of the English Common law.

WAIER, .spr

0not

However, in areas where the Common law is silent, the courts are not barred from turning to other legal systems. See W
Hamilton Bryson, irfra note 151, at 135.
'

'

WV.Hamilton Brcyson, The Use of Reman Law in Virginia Cemes, 28 (2) A J.L.H. 135,136 (1984).
Id at 139.

See Maurice Sheldon Amos, sepra note 132, at 50. This trend has been witnessed in the U.S. as well in the State of
California. In N* Li v. Yelo Cab Co., 13 Cal. 3d 804 (1975), the California Supreme Court adopted the principic of
comparative negligence in the face of a California Civil Code provision codifying the traditional comnion-law doctrine of
contributory negligence. In this matter, the lower court found that when the defendant, travehng at an unsafe speed,
entered an intersection, did so when the traffic light was yellow and not green. It also found that the plaintiff's left turn
across adjacent lanes, just before her vehicle was struck by the defendant's automobile, was made when a vehicle was
approaching from the opposite direction, so close as to constitute an immediate haard. Consequently, on the basis of
conclusions that the plaintiff had been negligent, with her negligence being the proximate cause of the collision by way
of contributory negligence, the court entered judgment for the defendant, However, the Supreme Court reversed this
verdict, holding no longer applicable in California courts the "all-or-nothing" doctrine of contributory negligence.
Instead, a system of comparative negligence was deemed preferable, which assesses liability in direct proportion to fault
Preliniarily, in rejecting the contention that the 1872 enactment of Civ. Code, 51714, expressing the doctrine of
contributory negligence, codified the common lIaw and rendered the doctrine invulnerable to attack in the courts except
on constitutional grounds, the court held that the Legislature had not intended to, and did not preclude present judicial
action in furtherance of the statures purposes.
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influenced by the example of the province of Quebec, 14 where while formerly the Common law rule
had been a passing vogue, the civilian principle is now firmly established."' Civil law is also firmly in
the saddle in Louisiana in the United States."'

VI

Conclusion

The contours of influence exercised by Roman law on the development and nature of Common law
has been described as "one of the most endedgprobkms of the legal istory of tbe West'.m However, from
the discussion in this paper, it clearly emerges that there is ubiquitous evidence to suggest that the
Roman impact on Common law is indeed an inescapable legacy and not a legend dabbling in the
realm of fiction. ' This remains so, notwithstanding the attempts made to trivialize the extent of
Roman contribution to Common law.
The Common law tradition has primarily developed through judicial decisions and the deliberations
of Royal Courts. With the accumulation of the body of precedent in the Common law tradition, it
perhaps became easier to meet the ever-changing needs of society by developing the Common law in
line with the precedents rather than turning to the Roman law. But that fact should not be allowed to
obscure the Roman impact that occurred."'

The province of Quebec has also taken a lead in the realm of harmonization between the Civil law and Common law
traditions. As is well known, Canada possesses two legal systems: Civil law in Quebec and Common law in the other
provinces. Drawing on the advantages of each of these legal systems, Canada is a country that is rich in legal innovations
and is able to respond effecuvely to the complex problems of modern society. It is one of only a handful of "bijural"
countries in the world where two legal systems co-exist On January 31, 2001, the Harmonization Bill, chat is, "The
Federal Law - Civil Law Harmonization Act, No 1", entitled "A FirntAct to barwone federal law with the dzil law of tbe
prncim of Quebec and to amend certain Acte in order to ensne that each lengugage version takes into acrustthe comon law and the csil
hai" was tabled in the Canadian Senate, which subsequently came into force on June 1, 2001. The Harmonization Bill
seeks to ensure that each linguistic version of federal statutes, equally reflects civil law and common law systems. For
example, in the common law, the expression "mortgage" is rendered in French by the term ypothhque". In the civil law,
the term "hypothec" is used in English and "hypoth-que" in French, Harmonization requires that federal statutes and
regulations contain the terms used in both legal systems and in both language versions. The rationale for this attempt at
harmonization is provided in the Preamble to the Bill, which acknowledges that all Canadians are entitled to access to
federal laws in keeping with their legal tradition See Bill to Harmonite Federal Laws With Queber Cil Law. Canaian
Bjeralism, at hrtplf anad~minticetge.calen/news/nc/2001/doe 25872.htem (last visited May 8, 2004).

Also, snother

objective of harmonization was to ensure that legal practitioners from both traditions better appreciated
the concepts present in the others' tradition. See The 'Federal Real ProperyAct" is deadL LawOg
i the 'FederalReal Propert and
ImmoralesAct",at http://wwths-sct.ge.ca/rom-ghi/edifice-complex/v3n5/v3n5
e.asp (last visited May 8, 2004).
"

See Maurice Sheldon Amos, supra note 132, st 50-51.

*

See general# David V Snyder., Possession-A Bief for Louideama Rights of Suessnion to the 1gary of Roman Low, 66 Tur.. . Ra.
1853 (1992).

'7

Samuel

J. Astorino,

sera note 88, at 627.

m Ihering has noted: "Thee dmes Rome has ittaed law to the world Three Ames she har been a bond of uenion betwern peoples. Firl,
through uniy of State wen Romans were al the bigh sf power Secondy, through the nnily of Churc after the fall of te Roman
Empire. Third, throagh the -imy of Las recepton of Roman Law of Middle Ages." See VD. KULSHRESHTHA, spra note Bl, at
200,
As Holdsworth rightly pointed out "Ie baye rnied Roman law in small howeopathic doses at djferentperiodsb as and sen
required It has acted as a tonic to our nare egal systWen,
and not as a drg or poison. When recdad i has never been continsuous
Aekped on Roman lines. It has been naturatiedand asimilae4 and with its amrtance, or ahblf indpendent gtem ba, like she
Roman Ian',ief
been gradea and condnoafs budi ip, bj the dslopment of old and the ation of new reeks to meet the needs if a
changing drigationand an expamng empire." See WIm.sAMs HoLswotH, sfpra note 12, at 293.
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However, to estimate the Roman impact on Common law, we need not follow the opposite but
equally unbalanced view that purports to see Roman law in every Common law legal doctrine by way
of analogy. This other extreme view may see Roman rules, because of the rules' antiquity, genius or
comprehensiveness, to carry the same glorious Roman hallmarks in other legal traditions.'" The
assertion in this paper is not that one is to take for granted that a Roman imprint was placed on the
Common law. It merely sets out the evidence and arguments for saying that Roman law had an impact
on Common law. The intention has not been to suggest that the principles of Roman law form an
ultimate set of principles which shaped the Common law"' However, Roman law should not be
denied credit for the role that it did play in the formulation and development of Common law."
Roman law, through the instrumentality of Canon law, through the "learned law" in university
teaching and in the practice of certain specialized courts, had a bearing upon the Common law in no
small way. But apart from these areas, there have also been others where the Roman law has had a
major say. It is in these often overlooked, inconspicuous areas that the importance of the Roman
influence has been obscured.'" To this end, as witnessed in the paper, Roman law vestiges are found
and continue to be perpetuated into the future," inter ala, amongst the decisions arrived at by
English and American courts, in the legal doctrines and principles of Common law, in statutes and
enactments of the Common law and in the works of Common law thinkers and writers.

*

This form of romanticizing of the Roman law may be seen in statements such as the one made by J.E Rckermann: "The
endming ifr of Roman Lauj abh/ikAe a didg drk4 bides itteq at ter; itsr yeair qite lost, ahavry 60ming 4P aai sN,
isMl
nCnd in the la." See J.P. ECKanEsxN, CoNvusAnos WITH Gormis 313 (R.C Moon trans., 1951) die/dfrom F.H.
LAwsoN, RoaMAw Law READER 225 (1969).

In faict the great Roman jurist lhering himself suggested that if we delve into the origins of Roman lat; a study of
Babylon would be mandated; thus signifying that Roman law in turn should be grateful to the inputs from the legal
tradition prior to it. Se FREDERiCK POLLOCK & PRDRIC MAfrLANo, THE HiTORY OP ENGLISH LAW BEFOR THE TIME of
EDWARD I VoL. 1 (1898), asmilakh at
(last visited May 8, 2004).

It is statements such as the following which one finds problematic "Roman law is ahn said to he 1he geinsatidbadonthat
Rome has la te eFterns daidon, and Roman anys of tbankng hav aerai perrolated into emy fesrn lgal sysem.. In Cidl
las naa hebnisbr, heinfluene of Roman Am is mach mrepenwse, diret and concrete than it it in e common law world - e hase
bad ao recedpion f Rman lax." SeeJ. H. Maanwa, sp note 6, at 10.
The fundameptal rlifferenees with the Civil law tradition have been overemphasized and the Common law has been seen
as exclusively developed in the royal courts from the 12' century onwards without a break in this tradition.
To nern an eye towards he fuiure, one may refer to the view of Professor Levy-Ullmann of the University of Pans, who,
while looking at the composite character (Common law as well as Civil law) of the law of Scotland, remarked that the
harmonious reconciation of the traditions of Cosnnon law with those of the Civil law (based on Roman law largely),
which it esemplifies in an explicit manner, may well serve as a model for a fuore Common law of the civilized world. See
Maurice Sheldon Amos, spro note 132, at 52.
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